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Cooking

Fresh herbs and spices!

Pre-packaged herbs tend to go off
fairly quickly...

One thing of 
annoyance...

Well, related…



Hydroponics!
“The process of growing plants in sand, gravel, or liquid, with added nutrients but 
without soil.”

….The simplest thing would’ve been to just put some plants in a pot and waited 
patiently

Issues with growing your own plants

- Outdoor pests
- Constrained by space of accomodation (no garden)
- Cooking frequently requires high yield farming
- Different herbs require different environments for optimal growth

- Temperature, humidity, moisture, light levels, water pH etc...







The plan

Internet of Things garden & plant management with dashboard.

● Gardens and Plants, manage entire gardens constituted of sub-plants
● Event based system notifies when an action needs completing / parameters 

out of range e.g. needs watering, moisture too low, humidity too high
● Remotely trigger events on micro-controllers, e.g. turn on light, open watering 

valve
● Monitor all metrics on front-end dashboard with graphs
● Code support for different hardware (ESP-32, Wemos D1 Mini & Raspberry 

Pi)



Architecture
- API (http://api.hydroponics.cass.si )

- Python Flask-RESTful with MongoDB, JSON web token authentication and API keys
- Newman for unit testing
- Deployed via GitLab Continuous Deployment to Heroku

- Frontend (http://hydroponics.cass.si/ )
- React & Redux, CD deployed to Netlify

- Hardware
- ESP32
- Raspberry Pi
- Wemos D1 Mini

http://api.hydroponics.cass.si
https://hydroponics.cass.si/




API
Python Flask-RESTful, extension to Flask
Application factory pattern

Fully documented and tested



Models 
Plants and gardens are very similar in nature, both record data, have names, 
events etc., as such should have a parent class

Same for events and measurements



MongoDB

One-to-Many

Points to plant that 
exists in this garden

subplants = db[“plants”].find({
  _id: {$in : garden.plants}
}).toArray() ;

One-to-Squillions

1 update/hr = 180 updates/week 
= 8765 updates/year for one 
plant

Move “measurements” array into 
own collection because 
MongoDB access times on very 
large arrays in documents suffers 
(+ max 16MB doc size)

garden._id = “ABCDEF”
// return all measurements for garden
db[“ABCDEF”].find({type:”measurement”})

// return all events for garden
db[“ABCDEF”].find({type:”event”})



Frontend
React, Redux, redux-persist, styled-components, jwt, redux-thunk, 
connected-react-router, chart.js, toasted notifications ….

Modals, implemented own modal system with HOCs as opposed to baking 
in a premade library as a learning exercise - No one way to achieve it.

Netlify rewrites requests to /api/* in production to Heroku URL using a 
netlify.toml file



Frontend
- Manage API keys
- Manage plants & gardens

- Target metrics
- Events

- Trigger actions on 
microcontrollers

- View live stats



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QsutnZeZIQ3w4ACPGGAWGDf7LXnmvk8-/preview


CI/CD pipeline
Commit → GitLab Task Runner started using .gitlab-ci.yml

Testing stage → Run Newman tests on API

Production → Deploy API on Heroku and FE on Netlify



Hardware
- ESP32 - Testing gardens composed of 

several plants
- Raspberry Pi

- NDVI-Camera: Use NoIR camera to capture 
active photosynthesis

- prototype-singular: First hardware prototype to 
interact with API

- Wemos D1 Mini - Designed and 
manufactured a circuit board to monitor 
individual plants (to eventually sell...)



ESP32
Written in C++, queries Python API

16 channel multiplexer supports up to 
8 plants alongside temperature, 
humidity light level, water tank level & 
grow light switch 



ESP32
Expose micro-controller to API by port-forwarding through router,

Call routes on the microcontroller (IP not exposed):

GET https://api.hydroponics.cass.si/plants/<uuid>/events/WATER_PLANT

calls ↓

GET http://83.9.93.103:8080/events/WATER_PLANT

runs ↓

void waterPlant(int current_level) { … } //open water valve for n seconds

http://api.hydroponics.cass.si/plants/
http://83.9.93.103:3000/event/WATER_PLANT


Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) Cam
No Infrared Camera + Python + Matlab + PyDrive

Uses Google Drive as a image store to be later served by API for a live feed

https://publiclab.org/notes/petter_mansson1/0
4-09-2019/low-cost-ndvi-analysis-using-raspb
errypi-and-pinoir

Raw image Processed image

Custom colour map

https://publiclab.org/notes/petter_mansson1/04-09-2019/low-cost-ndvi-analysis-using-raspberrypi-and-pinoir
https://publiclab.org/notes/petter_mansson1/04-09-2019/low-cost-ndvi-analysis-using-raspberrypi-and-pinoir
https://publiclab.org/notes/petter_mansson1/04-09-2019/low-cost-ndvi-analysis-using-raspberrypi-and-pinoir


NDVI

Needs a blue light filter...



Raspberry Pi
First prototype to send real data to the API, tracked:

- Light level
- Moisture
- Temperature

Realised pretty quickly I’d need non-expiring

API authentication keys… added that

Learned how to use an Arduino Nano as 

an I2C slave to communicate data between 

Pi and Nano



Wemos D1 Mini

https://daughter.systems/

MicroPython, 0.49” 
display (tiny!!)

Designed circuit and 
PCB layout on EasyEDA

End goal is to sell on my 
website

https://daughter.systems/


The future
Extending usability of system through Google Home/Alexa.

“Hey Google, water the plants”

PCB to manage gardens of N plants

Identifying plants through Pl@ntNet API (https://my-api.plantnet.org/ )

...Social network for tracking plants and gardens?

https://gitlab.com/cxss/hydroponics

https://my-api.plantnet.org/
https://gitlab.com/cxss/hydroponics

